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ABSTRACT 
 
Computer industry has widely accepted that future performance increases must largely come from 

increasing the number of processing cores on a die. This has led to NoC processors. Task scheduling is one 

of the most challenging problems facing parallel programmers today which is known to be NP-complete. A 

good principle is space-sharing of cores and to schedule multiple DAGs simultaneously on NoC processor. 

Hence the need to find optimal number of cores for a DAG for a particular scheduling method and  further 

which region of cores on NoC, to be allotted for a DAG . In this work, a method is proposed to find near-

optimal minimal block of cores for a DAG on a NoC processor. Further, a time efficient framework and 

three on-line block allotment policies to the submitted DAGs are experimented. The objectives of the 

policies, is to improve the NoC throughput. The policies are experimented on a simulator and found to 

deliver better performance than the policies found in literature.. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The advancement in VLSI has now led to the increased number of cores on a single chip.  A 

study at University of California, Berkeley[1] indicates that future chips will have thousands of 

cores. Traditional bus based systems and cache hierarchies have given way to more flexible and 

scalable Network-on-chip(NoC) architecture. Massive parallel computing performed on NoC is 

the future computing, due to the large increased computing demands. With the increasing  

number of cores, it is becoming further difficult and demanding to exploit the full power of all 

cores on the chip. 

  

The data flow model is gaining popularity as a programming paradigm for multi-core processors 

and NoC. When the characteristics of an application is fully deterministic, including task's 

execution time, size of data communicated between tasks, and task dependencies, the application 

can  be  represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A DAG  G=(V,E), where V = {  vi | 

i=1, ... V} is a set of vertices representing tasks and  E={e i,j|i ,j)  {1, ... V} * {1, ... V} is a set of 

edges representing precedence constraints between tasks. DAG is assumed to have a single entry 

and single exit task. The structure of a general DAG is shown in Fig. 1 with eleven number of 

taks. The weight of a vertex v ∈ V corresponds to the execution time of the task, which can be 

measured via benchmarking or can be calculated via a performance model. The weight of an  

edge ei,j ∈ E, is the communication cost measured as the time taken to transfer data Di,j between 
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vertices vi and vj, which is a function of data volume Di,j, the network characteristics, the 

processors allocated to it and data distribution cost.  

 
Fig. 1 A General DAG 

 
Communication-to-Computation (CCR) is the ratio of average communication cost to the average 

computation cost of a DAG. This characterizes the nature of DAG. The objective of scheduling is 

to map tasks onto cores and order their execution so that task dependencies are satisfied and 

minimum overall completion time is achieved.  

 

Scheduling can be static or dynamic. Static schedule can be generated only when the application 

behaviour is fully deterministic and this has the advantage of being more efficient  and a small 

overhead during runtime. The full global knowledge of application in the form of DAG will help 

to generate a better schedule. Makespan is the total time required to complete a DAG. The 

challenge of scheduling tasks onto cores and also maintaining precedence constraint, with an 

objective of minimizing overall execution time is proved to be a NP hard problem[2]. 

 

Not all applications can effectively utilize all cores on the chip, hence it would be advantageous 

to multiprogram the NoC and space-partition the cores among applications, being 

multiprogrammed. The design has now shifted from scheduling single application to multiple 

applications. Hence the problem of scheduling DAG on NoC is twofold : first, to allot cores for a 

DAG and second, to schedule tasks of DAG onto the allotted cores. This paper deals with the first 

issue. 

 

The contributions of this paper include (a) Finding near-optimal block of cores for a given DAG  

for a particular scheduling method (b) To propose and implement a framework and three on-line 

block of cores allotment policies for the  DAGs submitted, with an objective of  improving the 

total time required to complete all DAGs and hence the throughput. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
NoC processors are more  interested in how many DAGs can be completed over a period of time 

rather than how quickly an individual DAG gets completed, since the cores are not a very scarce 
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resource on it. Thus the more emphasis is on throughput of DAGs. The scheduling problem has 

been extensively studied for several decades. Sakellariou et. al.[3] have studied the problem of 

scheduling multiple DAGs  onto a set of heterogeneous resources. The main work is to optimize 

overall makespan and also to achieve fairness for all DAGs. One approach is to combine several 

DAGs into one and then use standard methods to schedule the task graph. Another way is to 

perform task-by-task scheduling over all tasks in all task graphs. Ahmed et. al.[4] team have 

proposed a game theory based scheduler on multicore processor with the objective of minimizing 

energy consumption.  

 

Cilk[5], Intel Thread Building Blocks(TBB) and OpenMP have proposed several task scheduling 

techniques over multicore. These systems are optimized specifically for scheduling DAGs on 

multicore but not for NoC processors. Viktor K Prasanna et. al.[6] have implemented a 

hierarchical scheduler which could adapt to the input task dependency graph and demonstrated its 

advantages for NoC architectures. They have divided the threads into groups, each having a 

manager to perform scheduling at the group level and several workers to perform self-scheduling 

for the tasks assigned by the manager. A super manager was used to dynamically adjust the group 

size, so that the scheduler could adapt to the input task dependency graph.  

 

Tang et. al.[7] proposed a two-step genetic algorithm and the related software for mapping 

concurrent applications on a fixed NoC architecture. Murali et. al.[8] presented a methodology to 

map multiple use-cases onto the NoC architecture, satisfying the constraints of each use-case. The 

two-step mapping method [9] first finds a region on the NoC for a given application and then 

maps all tasks of the application onto the region. Several strategies based on the Maximum Empty 

Rectangle(MER) techniques, like BestSize, BestShape, BestSize BestShape and BestShape 

BestSize are experimented. For each DAG to be scheduled, the number of cores required is 

known before hand and DAG is scheduled only if specified cores are available. Hence, a 

drawback of this work is that, it does not schedule a DAG if available cores is less than the 

specified cores. But to increase the throughput of DAGs completion and also to maximize core 

utilization, it is better to schedule a DAG even when the available cores are marginally less than 

the specified cores.   

  

This proposed work tries to schedule a DAG with less than specified cores whenever the specified 

cores are not available and if it increases the throughput without much affecting that DAG's 

makespan. It is generally beneficial in terms of throughput, to run more DAGs with less than 

specified cores, than running few DAGs with full specified cores. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
 

3.1. Finding Near-optimal block of cores 

  

The reason behind the idea of allotting cores in the form of block for a DAG are (a) it would be 

easier and time efficient to allot and free cores for a DAG in the form of block (b) the nodes 

average distance (NAD) is minimum for a block and this minimizes the communication time 

between the tasks, hence the completion time of the schedule generated. NAD is the average 

distance between any two randomly selected nodes on NoC. The block can only be a square or 

rectangle.  To find the near-optimal block of cores, an initial schedule for the DAG is generated 

using a well known list scheduling method and trying to use all cores on NoC. The scheduling 

method also takes into account the number of hops required to move data between any two cores 

on NoC, the amount of data to be moved and the bandwidth of the intermediate channels, hence 

the generated schedule is more realistic. All the cores are not utilized to the maximum extent in 

the generated schedule. Thus it would be beneficial to eliminate low utilized cores from the 

schedule, without much affecting the completion time of the DAG. Since the cores allotted for a 
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DAG must be in the form of a block, the low utilized rows or columns of cores are eliminated. 

This method is given in the below algorithm. 

 

Algorithm Near_Optimal_Block() 

Input :    DAG ‘G’ 

Output : Number of rows and columns of cores 

 

1. Start with maximum number of rows and column of cores                                                                                                     

on the given NoC 

2.       Find the schedule for the given DAG ‘G’, using any well known list scheduling method 

like- ETF, HLFET[2] etc. 

3.      Repeat  

      3.1  Reduce row or column of cores, whichever has least  total number of tasks     assigned 

to it. 

        3.2   Generate the new schedule with revised row and  column number 

        3.3   Find the percentage increase in core utilization and  percentage increase in 

makespan  of the new  schedule in comparison to previous schedule 

        Until percentage increase in makespan exceeds percenage increase in core utilization   

4.     end_algorithm 

 
 The iteration at which, percentage increase in makespan exceeds percentage increase in core 

utilization, determines the number of rows and columns of cores for the DAG. It is the point 

where any further reduction of row/column of cores will significantly increase the makespan. 

Hence it fixes the near-optimal block of cores for a given DAG. 

  

3.2. A Framework for On-line Block allotment  
 

A Framework for on-line submission of DAGs, allotment of block of cores for each DAG, 

scheduling of DAGs and finding its completion time is developed. An efficient method to track 

the status of cores on NoC and hence to allot cores for a DAG is implemented. The NoC is 

viewed as a single pool of cores, while previous methods[9] have maintained it as several blocks 

of free or allotted cores. The disadvantages of maintaining NoC as a collection of free or allotted 

blocks are (a) the job of splitting the blocks during DAG allotment when no free block with the 

specified size is available and merging the blocks when a  DAG is completed, is quite 

computationally expensive to be used as an on-line method, (b) there will be few situations where 

a DAG can not be allotted cores, as the required number of free cores are not available as a single 

block but as a collection of few adjacent blocks. However the proposed method will allot block 

when the required number of free cores are available either as a single block or as few adjacent 

blocks.  

 

Fig. 2 shows an instance where two  blocks are allotted to DAG1 and DAG2, and another two 

blocks FB1 and FB2 are free. Using methods[9], a demand for block of cores of size 4*2 or 5*2 

can not be satisfied as the required number of cores are not available as a single block. But the 

required free block is present as 2 adjacent blocks. The allotment of such adjacent blocks needs 

frequent merging of blocks which is computationally expensive.  The proposed method will never 

fail to allot, whenever required cores are available either as a single free block or as few adjacent 

free blocks. A mask with a dimension of the desired block size is used to locate the presence of 

free block on NoC in a very simple manner. 
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Fig. 2  An Instance of Block Allotment for DAGs 

 

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
 

4.1. Experimental Methodology 

 
A simple simulator using the proposed framework is developed to simulate the arrival, 

scheduling, execution and completion of DAGs. Poisson distribution is used to simulate the 

arrival time of DAGs. This software is run on multi2sim[12], a functional simulator to measure 

total running time.  

 

4.2. A Finding Near-optimal block of cores 

 
The proposed method to find the near-optimal minimal block of cores is implemented using the 

well known list scheduling method ETF[2]. This is experimented for several kinds of benchmark 

DAGs taken from Task Graphs For Free[10], Standard Task Graph Set [11] and also DAGs of 

real applications like Strassen matrix multiplication, FFT and complex matrix multiplication.  

DAGs with CCR values of 0.1, 0.4, 1 and 5 are used in experiments. Fig. 3 shows the plot of 

percentage increase in makespan and core utilization, as the row or column of cores, allotted to a 

DAG, is reduced in subsequent iterations. For the DAG considered in Fig. 1, the block of cores 

dimensions are 5*6, 4*5, 3*5 and 3*4 at iterations 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Thus the optimal 

block size is 3*5, as the cross-over of plots happens at iteration number 4, when the block 

dimension is 3*4.  This method can be used for any kind of DAG.  
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Fig 3. Finding Minimal Block Size 

 

4.3. A Comparison of Block Allotment Policies 

 
To compare the performance of the proposed novel method of tracking the status of cores on 

NoC, the policies  BestSize[9] and BestShape[9] are implemented, by viewing the NoC as a 

collection of free or alloted blocks. The proposed BestFit chooses the best fit block like the 

BestSize but views NoC as a single pool of cores. Also, it can allot block of cores in few cases 

when BestSize[9] fails to allot, because of the manner in which status of cores are maintained. 

The simulator is run for 4 categories of DAG sets, each with 10, 20, 30 and 40 DAGs 

respectively. 

 

The performance metric used is complete makespan, which is the time to complete all DAGs. For 

comparison, normalized complete makespan is used, which normalizes the obtained complete 

makespan with respect to BestShape, as it is the best policy[9] found in  literature. The average 

normalized complete makespan of DAGs within each category is computed, for each block 

allotment policy. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of average normalized complete makespan for 

different policies. Proposed BestFit exhibits better performance against the other two policies, for 

all categories.  The improvement in performance is further enhanced with increase in number of 

DAGs in a set. This happens as the number of times block allotment is successful in proposed 

method, while it is a failure in previous method is more. But the significant advantage of 

proposed method is its low execution time, which was evident from the recorded runtime on 

simulator and thus proving that proposed method is the right candidate for on-line block allotment 

for DAGs.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Comparing New Method of Tracking Core Status with  previous method 
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Fig. 5 shows the performance comparison of all three proposed block allotment policies. Metric 

used is normalized overall makespan with respect to BestFit policy.  DAGs with both low and 

high CCR, combined together with low and high arrival rates, are considered for each set of 

DAGs. Each set has 50 DAGs. The set LoC_LoA includes DAG with low CCR and low arrival 

rate. DAGs with high CCR and high arrival rate are included in the set HiC_HiA.  

 

The DAGs with low CCR can better utilize more cores, as the communication cost is low. Thus 

when allotted less number of cores for a DAG, resultant increase in makespan is slightly more. 

For the set LoC_LoA,  it is evident from Fig. 5 that performance of AvailableCore is better by 

10% with reference to BestFit policy.  When the arrival rate of DAGs is low, Adoptive policy 

performance is  close to AvailableCore.  As the arrival rate is more in LoC_HiA, the adoptive 

policy performs better by 9% in comparison to AvailableCore.   

 

When CCR is high, DAGs can not effectively utilize more cores, hence a decrease in cores 

allotted would not significantly affect the makespan. Thus for the set HiC_LoA, the performance 

of AvailableCore is significantly better than BestFit by 18%.  When  CCR and arrival rate of 

DAGs is high as in HiC_HiA, both Adoptive and AvailableCore show good performance 

improvement of around 20%. For the set with all kinds of DAGs randomly chosen, Adoptive and 

AvailableCore policies perform better by 17% in comparison to BestFit.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Comparison of Block Allotment Policies 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
A framework for on-line DAGs submission, allotting block of cores, scheduling and completion 

of DAGs is proposed and implemented on a simulator. Three block allotment policies – BestFit, 

AvailableCores and Adoptive are compared with the policies found in literature. The simple 

BestFit policy delivers improvement over the policies found in literature, because of the new 

proposed method of tracking the status of cores on NoC. The novel methods – AvailableCore and 

Adoptive delivers better performance than BestFit. Of the proposed policies, Adoptive one is 

good, as it can adjust the allotment to the arrival rate of DAGs, thus reducing the overall 

completion time. These experiments have proved that it is beneficial to schedule several DAGs 

with less than specified cores, than running DAGs with full specified cores.  

 

Future Enhancements – The experiment is now simulated using DAGs with dummy tasks. The 

idea must be experimented on real NoC, with DAGs of real tasks.  
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